Exemption to Prohibition on Circumvention of Copyright Protection
Systems for Access Control Technologies



Which jailbreaking exemption are you supporting—smartphones/tablets, video
game consoles, or both?
Both



What's your background (i.e., are you a developer, hobbyist, academic, independent
researcher, user, etc.)?
Student with enough resources to live day by day.



What device do you want to ensure you have the legal authority to jailbreak?
My Motorola Atrix 4G and my PlayStation 3



Please explain why you want to jailbreak this device. What limitations do you face if
you aren't able to jailbreak it? Is there software you couldn't run, computing
capabilities you wouldn't have, cool things you couldn’t do, etc.?
Motorola Atrix 4G: I couldn’t be unlocked, so that means no cellphone, obviously I
can’t afford having one with AT&T, I am a full time student right now, can have the
luxury of paying a $100 dlls p/month for 2 years with AT&T or Verizon. Yes maybe
you could say, if can’t afford it you can’t have; but the thing is… I can have it, but
not by your terms of charging me ridiculous amounts of money. I got my phone
legally and there is nothing I signed saying I can’t spit or throw a rock against it. It
is my phone, can’t have it!
The things I couldn’t do without rooting my phone is: Install custom ROM’s (I like
much more the custom ROM’s than factory one’s, because sometimes it consumes
more battery than it should and company won’t bother updating it because it is
already sold), Backup my data in case of emergency (I can backup whatever I want

the way I want so I can restore it later), and Uninstall (things that factory settings
won’t let me, I just don’t use it, what is the problem?).
PS3: I always copy my games to the console for security. Per example, my little
sister broke two game discs last month. Just because I saved them on my console I
can still play them. That is all.


If you’re a developer, did an online application store or console manufacturer reject
your app or game? If so, what reasons did they give?

Not a developer. Just a user.


Is there anything else you want to tell the Copyright Office?

It is our right to have freedom and do whatever we want to our hardware. We worked and got
paid, and we gave our money to the companies for it. Per example, I bought a car; will the
company sue me just because I changed the tires? Or the engine oil? I need to adjust things the
way I feel better with them. I like better a kit of wheels, will I get arrested because I like better
the way it looks with some custom ones???

